B I G I N V E S T I N G M I S TA K E S
LEARN & PROFIT FROM THEM

INVESTOR KI KAHANI USI KI ZUBANI T H E I N I T I AT I V E
90% of investors lose money due t o m i s t a k e s
m a d e w h i l e investing in the stock markets.
We sometimes get swayed by our emotions and
do not stick to our plans. That's the reason for
losses and much heartburn. To minimise these
losses one must have a sound understanding of
the dynamics of equity markets and make
informed decisions based on sound advice.
At Motilal Oswal it has been our constant
endeavour to educate investors on the best
practices of investing. As a part of this initiative,
we started an unique program called 'Investor ki Kahani, Usi ki Zubani' where investors could share problems they
faced while investing and get Solid Advice from us to resolve those issues. It was also a platform where investors could
learn from others mistakes and hence avoid committing them.
The program received an overwhelming response when we visited cities like Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Ahmedabad &
Pune as part of the first round of seminars to educate investors and got to interact with over 2600 participants across
these locations
This book aims at showcasing the common mistakes faced in the stock markets as shared with us by many investors
and the advice received by them from our panel of
experts. It also contains key insights and take-aways
from our interactions with investors across many
cities in India.
We hope that you find the contents of this book
informative and of help in avoiding pitfalls while
investing. We will be happy to receive your feedback
about this book. You could mail us on
ikuz@motilaloswal.com

P R E FA C E
INVESTOR KI KAHANI USI KI ZUBANI is a reality show about real investors
and their real stories. It is a unique forum for investors to table their mistakes
and get advice on how to rectify them. But more importantly; while investors
learn from their own mistakes smart investors learn from others mistakes.
Hence it is also a show for people to learn from the experience of others.
We wanted to help investors across India learn through other people's mistakes
so as not to make the same ones. This booklet does precisely that by sharing
the common mistakes made and our advise on how to avoid them. While this
advice is elaborated in detail in the coming pages, I would like to share some
salient points which I think are relevant for investors like you.
1. Investors come to the stock market with a lot of money but no
experience & they leave with a lot of experience but no money. Only a well thought out approach based on solid
research and advice will make your stock market experience an enriching one.
2. There are three categories of people in the stock market:
Investors - who come to the market for the long term
Positional traders - who invest for days or months
Intra-day traders - clear their positions on a daily basis
Before any decision is made one must decide whether it is for the long term or the short term. Keep separate 'Trading'
and 'Investment' portfolios because the roles of investing and trading are different.
3. According to statistics 98% of traders lose money - only 2% are profitable. Always follow a strategy of stop-loss.
Without stop-loss you will not be able to make any money trading in equities.
4. Nobody consciously decides to gamble and lose money - everybody who puts money in the stock markets wants to
gain money. So research before you invest; and not after. Have clear investment objectives. Investors without
objectives are like travelers without destinations.
5. To build a great investment portfolio, your stock selection should be right. Don't just focus on small and mid-cap
stocks; have a diversified portfolio.
6. As human being we end up making the wrong decisions because of our emotions. When everybody is greedy, you
should be fearful and vice versa. Markets give huge opportunities to make money if you are patient and make correct
stock selections. As investors, we have beaten the markets soundly year after year by buying right and sitting tight.
These are just some thoughts for you to think about as you embark on your stock market investing journey. The
following pages will take up these topics (and more) in detail. Go through the cases mentioned and I am sure you would
gain a wealth of experience from the mistakes of others.
Happy Investing!

LOSING MONEY
BY TRADING IN F&O

22% of investors commit the mistake of investing in F&O for quick returns without
understanding the nuances

F&O are instruments for speculation as well as hedging. They are leveraged products
where profits & losses can be magnified as they are high risk - high returns products. Ideally
small retail clients should use F&O only for hedging & not for speculation. For others also,
the capital invested for trading in F&O should not be more than 20% of their long term
investment portfolio.

FA U LT Y P O R T F O L I O
CONSTRUCTION

58% of investors have lost money by investing only in small cap and mid-cap stocks

In today's financial marketplace, a well-maintained portfolio is vital to any investor's
success. As an individual investor, you need to know how to determine an asset
allocation that best conforms to your personal investment goals and strategies. In other
words, your portfolio should meet your future needs for capital and give you peace of mind.
Investors should construct portfolios aligned to their goals and investment strategies by
following a systematic approach and sound research.

TRADING WITHOUT
STOP LOSS

50% of investors don’t know the concept of Stop Loss

Trading without putting stop loss is like driving a vehicle without brakes. Accidents are sure
to happen. Thus every trading position should have a stop loss. If the stop loss gets hit, then
without being emotional one has to exit the positions. Besides stop loss, the other things a
trader should always remember & practice is having a favorable risk reward ratio eg: 2
(Reward): 1 (Risk) & ensuring that not more than 2% of his capital is lost in any single
trade.

INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES
TRADING IDEAS

MOSt
momentum

MOSt

Intraday Trading ideas in actively
traded stocks

Long and short trading ideas for few
days. Atleast one idea is given daily before
markets open

calls

MOSt

MOSt

Margin Financing facility through
NBFC# for providing leveraging facility
against stocks

Dedicated options advisory desk for
advising clients to use strategies for both
speculation and hedging

loan
against securities

strategy

INVESTMENT IDEAS

MOSt

value

Fundamental research based 3 model
portfolios for different risk profiles
declared monthly

A weekly recommendation of 3 large
caps, 3 mid caps & 3 mutual fund
investment

MOSt

research

Dedicated Midcap Research team
generating 2 new investment ideas
every month

MOSt
commodities
Dedicated commodities advisory desk,
generating Intraday or Positional trading
ideas daily

MOSt

velocity

A unique trading portfolio that invest in
stocks with few weeks to few months
perspective to extract value out of market
momentum in actively traded stocks

REPORTS
MOSt

Daily newsletter before start of markets
giving view on markets and trading
ideas

MOSt

market
roundup

Daily Post market news letter giving
market summary, important news and
follow-up on our trading ideas

MOSt

Exclusive update on derivatives
compiled by our institutional trading
desk released before start of markets

market
outlook

derivatives

The research is presented in a
simplified form to help customers
make a quick & an informed decision

OUR RESEARCH

Motilal Oswal Securities Ltd. (MOSL) is known for its focus on research. Our research is trusted by many Indian and
Foreign Institutional Investors. It covers over 200 companies in over 20 sectors (besides 25 commodities). We have over
100 different types of research reports covering the spectrum of your investment needs including reports from a
specialist Mid-Cap research team. Over the years MOSL research has been highly awarded by organisations like
AsiaMoney, Institutional Investor, ET NOW - Starmine Analyst awards etc.
Award-winning, Innovative and in-depth Research

Sector Research

Company Stock Research

Monthly Research Roundup

Innovative Research Products

Quarterly Results Preview

Annual Wealth Creation Study

I N A D E Q U AT E U N D E R S TA N D I N G
OF INVESTING V/S TRADING

12% of investors don’t know the difference between Investing & Trading

Just like Test Match & T20 are two different forms of cricket -where different rules apply,
different strategies & execution are needed to win the match; in stock markets also there are
two ways of making money i.e. Investing & Trading. Both of them are as different as chalk
& cheese and to gain from either, one should have a different game plan for both. Once the
game plan is in place, an investor should stick to the plan as you may not get good results if
one plays a T20 like a Test match and vice-versa.

For more information:
Call: 022 – 30896680 | SMS: MOSL INFO to 575753
Email: info@motilaloswal.com | Visit us at: www.motilaloswal.com
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